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Abstract
This study explores how subordinates react to different leader recovery tactics and which
recovery tactics leaders use after making mistakes. Our results from study 1 suggest that leaders
should apologize rather than use blame for task mistakes, but the same was not found for
relationship mistakes. Our study 2 results suggest that leaders will apologize for task mistakes
and justify for relationship mistakes. These findings have implications for people in leadership
positions.
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Leader Recovery from Task and Relationship Oriented Mistakes
“Mistakes are a fact of life. It is the response to the error that counts.”
-Nikki Giovanni, poet
Leaders are human and, by default, make mistakes. This reality is problematic,
especially considering the drastic impacts leader mistakes can have on organizations. The
mistakes of CEOs, presidents, and coaches have destroyed organizations and hurt large numbers
of people. The negative results of leader mistakes are examined in the leader error literature and
further emphasize how harmful these mistakes can be. Recent studies have looked at the
detrimental effects that leader mistakes can have on followers and organizations (see
Thoroughgood, Sawyer, Hunter, 2012; Hunter, Tate, Dzieweczynski & Bedell-Avers, 2011;
Bedell-Avers, Hunter, Friedrich, Shipman, Byrne, & Mumford, 2008; Tucker, Turner, Barling,
Reid, & Elving, 2006). In addition, studies show that leaders are more likely to violate norms
than followers (Stouten & Tripp, 2009; Brown & Levinson, 1987; Mondillon et al., 2005;
Tedeschi et al., 1969).
We can look at this problem and decide that, since humans are not perfect, not much can
be done about leader mistakes. Since leader mistakes can be unforeseeable, preventing them can
be tough. Additionally, many leader mistakes may not even be entirely the fault of the leader.
The disconcerting reality is that leader mistakes will not go away.
However, one promising aspect of leader mistakes is that leaders have control over how
they react to a mistake. They can make excuses, apologize, blame others, justify their actions, or
even ignore the mistake entirely. Also promising is that studies show these reactions can cause
people to view mistakes either more positively or more negatively. These studies support the idea
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that leaders can improve the situations following their mistakes. They show that how a person
acts after a mistake has the potential to make a significant impact.
For instance, Maxham & Netemeyer (2002) found that ratings by bank customers
following a mistake were significantly influenced by how successful the bank’s recovery was.
Additionally, one study examined company responses to a product complaint. This study
examined companies that either accepted or denied responsibility for a product complaint. The
study found that companies that accepted responsibility for a product complaint received more
favorable customer reactions than those who did not (Conlon & Murray, 1996). Also, findings
from a study by Tata (2000) revealed that different recovery tactics had different effects on
perceived judgments of an observed instance of coworker sexual harassment. Denials and excuses
were more effective than justifications and apologies in mitigating the situation after sexual
harassment (Tata, 2000). However, these studies did not look at people in leadership positions.
It is important to examine leaders not only because their behavior can impact many
people, but also because their role can cause them to be perceived and act differently than nonleaders. The literature supports the idea that leaders are different than non-leaders when it comes
to mistake recovery. For example, politeness theory suggests that the status of leaders makes
them less likely to admit a mistake to followers (Brown & Levinson, 1987; Tata, 1998).
Furthermore, the literature argues that leaders may be afraid to admit a mistake because it
displays weakness and lack of authority (Jackall, 1988). However, it has also been found that
admitting mistakes is important for leaders to restore relationships (Basford et al., in press;
Blanchard & McBride, 2003; Lazare, 2004). The literature is inconclusive in determining what
leaders should do after mistakes, but this confusion may exist because different recovery
strategies may be more or less appropriate depending on the mistake type.
Studies have examined how different mistake types and recovery strategies can interact to
shape outcomes. Kim and colleagues (2004) looked at the effectiveness of recovery after
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different mistake types. Their study found that apology and denial were perceived more or less
favorably depending on the mistake type. Furthermore, Tsai and colleagues (2010) found that
interviewee apologies, justifications, and excuses had similar effects on interviewer ratings for
competence concerns but apology was more effective for integrity-related concerns. These studies
show that the reaction of those who have been violated is not solely influenced by the mistake
type or recovery tactic, but rather by an interaction of the two. However, these studies do not
examine leaders and subordinates, and the unique role of leaders may impact how their behaviors
are perceived and how they act after mistakes. For example, it may not help leaders to admit a
mistake they made on a task because it could make them seem less competent to followers, yet it
may be more acceptable for non-leaders to acknowledge a task mistake.
Therefore, since the literature suggests that the mistake type and recovery tactic work
together to impact leader-subordinate relationships, we aim to explore the interaction of the two
with this paper. For our first study, we examine how mistake type and recovery tactic interact to
influence subordinate perceptions of the leader. In our second study, we explore how leaders are
likely to recover after different mistake types. To begin, we explore the specific ways that leaders
can recover from mistakes.

Leader Recovery Methods
Researchers have identified a variety of ways by which people can recover from
mistakes. According to Tata (2000), there are four ways to recover from wrongdoing: through
apology, excuses, denial, and justification.
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Apology
In the psychology literature, apology is defined as an attempted explanation to make a
hurtful act acceptable (Allan, Allan, Kaminer, & Stein 2006). Many definitions of apology share
the common characteristics of acceptance of responsibility, admission of wrongdoing, and
expression of regret (Kim et al., 2004; Bavelas, 2004; Lazare, 2004). For example, if a manager
who yells at an employee later states that the yelling was out of line, expresses remorse, and takes
accountability, he is apologizing. Because society often asserts that people should apologize for
their mistakes, it may be a common recovery tactic for leaders (Cushenbery & Hunter, under
review). However, there is evidence that apology could backfire in certain circumstances. For
example, Zechmeister and colleagues (2004) found that people who apologized were actually
rated more negatively than when they did not apologize.

Excuses
One can shed responsibility for an error by suggesting that other factors are responsible.
Excuses are a type of blame. Leaders use excuses when they admit that a failure occurred, but
then deny responsibility for the action (McLaughlin, Cody & O’Hair, 1983). An example of a
leader using blame would be if an executive is late for work and explains that it was because his
alarm did not go off. Since there are always situational factors that contribute to a leader’s
behavior, excuses could be a likely leader response (Ross & Nisbett, 1991). In fact, a study by
Weiner and colleagues (1987) found that those using excuses were rated more considerate,
friendly, interesting, optimistic, rational, sensitive and responsible than those who did not give an
excuse.
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Justification
Justification involves claiming responsibility for an action and making the action
seem reasonable under the circumstances (Riordan, Marlin, & Kellog, 1983). Unlike
apologizing, justifying does not require a leader to label his or her behavior as wrong
(Riordan, et al., 1983). By using justification, leaders establish that their mistake was
actually an appropriate course of action (Tata, 2000). For example, if a manager who
yells at a subordinate explains that the action is warranted because he worked hard that
week, he would be using justification. Schonbach and Kleibaumhuter (1990) argue that
justifications can make people feel better because they focus on the positive aspects of
mistakes.

Denial
Leaders can attempt to make themselves look better and save face by discounting that
they committed an act. If a person claims that they are not to blame for a mistake, the literature
describes this as denial (Allan, et al., 2006). For example, if a manager is late for work and she
acts as though she was never late for work when asked, this would be a denial. Denial may be a
likely leader response to error when responsibility is unknown to followers. However, a study by
Kim and colleagues (2004) found that when someone is knowingly guilty, denial could make the
situation worse after a mistake.
Apology, blame, justification and denial are all possible leader recovery methods, but few
studies in the literature explore how subordinates react to different leader recovery tactics. It
could be the case that recovery tactics are more or less effective depending on the type of mistake
made. Accordingly, we will now discuss leader mistakes and different mistake types.
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Leader Mistake Types
One study that examined the impact of leader mistake recovery on subordinate
perceptions found that the character or senators was perceived more or less negatively depending
on the whether they gave excuses or justifications (Riordan, Marlin, & Kellogg, 1983). However,
this study did not examine the role of error type. Whether a leader uses apology, excuses,
justification or denial could depend on the leader’s mistake. Furthermore, different recovery
tactics may be deemed more appropriate than others following different mistake types.
Leader mistake research has been conducted for over seventy-five years, and as a result
there has been a variety of definitions for mistake (Senders & Morray, 1991). This study focuses
on leader mistakes, which occurs when an avoidable action (or inaction) is chosen by a leader that
results in an initial outcome outside of the leader’s original intent, goal, or prediction (Hunter,
Tate, Dziewezynski, & Cushenbery, 2010). Leader mistakes are inevitable and can result in
positive or negative consequences for organizations.
Leaders can make different types of mistakes because of the various types of behaviors
required by leadership roles. One of the first series of studies examining behaviors of leaders was
conducted at Ohio State University and the University of Michigan in the 1950's (Horner, 1997).
The results produced a two-dimensional classification of leader behaviors that split them into two
behavioral categories (Bedell-Avers, 2008). The two general leadership behaviors established by
these studies, initiating structure and consideration for followers, have been used for over 50
years (Judge, Piccolo, & Ilies, 2004). Over time, initiating structure has become known as taskoriented leader behavior, while consideration for followers has become known as relationshiporiented leader behavior. Similarly, the mistakes that leaders can make can also be classified
under these two categories.
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Task-oriented mistakes
Part of a leader's job in an organizational setting is to ensure the completion and
increased efficiency of task-related objectives by subordinates. Task-oriented leader behavior
involves a leader's management of work-completion in an organization, or "concern for output"
(Blake, Shepard, & Mouton, 1964). Tsai and colleagues label task-related objectives as
competence-related issues and define them as "a set of technical and interpersonal skills that are
required for specific tasks" (2010, pp. 133). Specific examples of task-related objectives include
ensuring task goals and job expectations are clear, enhancing efficiency by coordinating work
activities, scheduling, planning, describing regulations, policies, and standard operating
procedures, and dealing with issues that would interfere with tasks (Yukl, 2002; 2006).

Relationship-oriented mistakes
Leaders are expected to exhibit behaviors that help maintain a supportive relationship
with subordinates. Such relationship-oriented behaviors involve supporting, listening to, and
helping to build positive relationships between members of an organization (Yukl, 2006). In other
words, leaders should show a "concern for people" (Blake et al., 1964). Tsai and colleagues
(2010) identify behaviors similar to relationship-oriented actions as "integrity-related issues" and
describe them as "the work norms or ethical standards that should be followed by the members of
an organization" (p. 133). Kim and colleagues (2006) also identify similar actions as matters of
integrity, and define them as "the degree to which one adheres to a set of principles that is
considered acceptable" (p. 51). Other relationship-oriented behaviors include interacting with
people to establish relationships, acknowledging contributions and achievements, offering
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coaching and advising when needed, asking for input from people on choices impacting them,
building team identity and recruiting capable new members (Yukl, 2006).
Leaders recovering from task and relationship mistakes could be perceived differently by
subordinates because these mistakes violate different things. For example, a follower may feel
personally impacted by a relationship mistake because it could damage his or her rapport with a
leader. On the other hand, a subordinate may be specifically worried about the organization’s
ability to successfully complete assignments if a leader makes a task error. Accordingly, the two
studies in this paper lay the groundwork for understanding how subordinates perceive leader
mistake recovery tactics and how leaders recover from mistakes. Therefore, Study 1 examines
the impact of leader mistake recovery from different mistake types on subordinate perceptions.
Additionally, the literature has yet to explore which recovery tactics leaders use in response to
task and relationship mistakes. It could be the case that leaders react to different error types in
ways that do not have positive influences on subordinate perceptions. We explore this concept in
Study 2.
With two experimental studies, this paper proposes that mistake type impacts both
subordinate perceptions and techniques of leaders recovering from mistakes. First, we explore
how mistake type impacts follower perceptions of leaders when they apologize or blame others
for task and relationship mistakes. Next, we examine how mistake type influences the recovery
tactics leaders choose to use.
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Study 1 Introduction

Subordinate Perceptions of Competence
The extant leader error literature examines how subordinates react to leaders after they
make a mistake. However, since the way a leader recovers from an error can influence follower
perceptions, it is important to also examine how followers react to a leader’s recovery tactic
(Basford, Offermann, & Behrend, in press). Consequently, it is important to look at how
followers perceive a leader’s competence as a result of the leader’s recovery.

Leader Recovery
A possible explanation for the belief that apologies are good for perceptions of leader
competence could be that apologies decrease threat to a subordinate’s self-esteem (Tata, 1998).
However, the literature reveals mixed results for the effectiveness of apologies. In some cases,
blame could actually be more effective in lessening the harm from a wrongdoing (Kim et al.,
2006). These mixed results could be due to the fact that recovery tactics can have different
impacts based on type of mistake committed. Consequently, there are studies that show that
mistake type and recovery interact to influence perceptions of the person who made the mistake
(Kim et al., 2004; Tsai et al., 2010). To start, we discuss why leaders may recover differently
from different mistake types.
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Mistake Type
Different mistake types can have different influences on how subordinates react to leader
recovery (Kim et al., 2004). The literature suggests that there are fundamental differences in
how people evaluate positive and negative news about competence and integrity based issues
(Reeder & Brewer, 1979). Several lab and field studies have shown that people tend to weigh
positive news more heavily than negative news when it comes to competence mistakes, yet tend
to weigh negative news more heavily than positive news when it comes to integrity mistakes
(Kim et al., 2006; Kim, Diekmann, & Tenbrunsel, 2003; Madon, Jussim, & Eccles, 1997;
Martijn, Spears, Van der Plight, & Jakobs, 1992; Reeder, Hesson-McInnis, Krohse & Scialabba,
2001, Snyder & Stukas, 1999). Kim and colleagues (2006) argue that this finding shows that a
single failure on a task is not enough for one to be perceived as not competent, while a single
dishonest act for a matter of integrity is often seen as a reliable indicator of low integrity.
Consequently, the results of the study found that subordinates responded more favorably when
one used an internal attribution for a competence-based violation and an external attribution for
an integrity-based violation (Kim et al., 2006). A study by Tsai and colleagues (2010) replicated
this finding, as they found that blame was more effective for integrity-based concerns, while
apology was better for matters of competence.
Because issues of competence are similar to task-oriented mistakes and issues of integrity
are comparable to relationship-oriented mistakes, predictions could be made as to how followers
would perceive these recovery tactics. Consequently, we predict that apology will lead to higher
subordinate competence ratings than blame for task-mistakes, while blame would be better for
follower competence ratings than apology for relationship-oriented mistakes. Therefore, we
hypothesize the following:
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Hypothesis 1:
Leaders who apologize for a task mistake will receive higher competence ratings from
subordinates than leaders who use blame for a task mistake.

Hypothesis 2:
Leaders who use blame for a relationship mistake will receive higher competence ratings
from subordinates than leaders who apologize for a relationship mistake.

Study 1 Method

Participants
Ninety-five undergraduate students enrolled in psychology courses at a large northeastern
university participated in this study for course credit. Forty-four percent of the participants were
male and 56% were female, with an average age of 18.60 years (SD = .78).

Procedure
The study was a 2x2 between subjects design, and participants were randomly assigned to
one of the four conditions. Participants engaged in an online study where they read a vignette
about a fictional leader and then evaluated the leader as if they were a subordinate of the leader.
We first asked participants to complete a survey that included demographic information. Then,
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participants were asked to complete a survey about the manager’s task and relationship
competence.

Independent Variables

Leader Mistake Recovery
Four versions of the vignette were developed, each approximately 200 words long. All
versions of the vignette contained a fictitious description of a leader’s mistake at a major
pharmaceutical company. To control for potential gender differences in leader perceptions, the
vignettes included either the name Dr. Kristin Jones or Dr. Tom Jones with the appropriate
masculine or feminine pronouns (Tsai et al., 2010). The vignettes differed in the type of mistake
and the recovery tactic used.

Mistake Type
Depending on the experimental condition, the leader made either a task or relationshiporiented mistake. In the task mistake condition, the leader disregarded warning labels on new
medications that were just released to the public. In the relationship-oriented mistake condition,
the leader interrupted the follower and called the question that the follower asks “stupid”.

Recovery Tactic
Depending on the experimental condition, the leader either apologized or used blame for
the mistake. In the apology vignette, the leader took responsibility for the mistake, expressed
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regret, and made an offer to repair the situation. For the blame vignette, the manager did not take
responsibility for the mistake but instead accused other factors.

Dependent Variables

Leader Competence
To examine participant reactions to the leader’s mistake recovery, the dependent variable
of leader competence was measured. These included both a scale of leader relationship
competence and task competence developed by Hunter and colleagues (2011). Questions
included, “I believe this leader would do well at planning short term operations” and “I believe
this leader would do well at helping resolve conflicts in a constructive way.” Participants were
asked to answer these questions about their manager’s competence on a 1-5 scale.

Study 1 Results

Manipulation Checks for Vignette Scenarios
To examine the internal validity of the vignette scenarios, an additional sample of 89
student participants read a passage and rated to what extent the manager’s mistake was taskoriented and relationship-oriented. To what extent the manager had apologized in the apology and
blame conditions was also examined. Additionally, the participants indicated whether they
perceived the manager’s behavior in the scenario as a mistake and how severe they believed the
mistake was.
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The manipulation checks regarding mistake type confirmed that there was a significant
difference in whether the mistake was perceived as a task mistake and relationship mistake in the
two passages. For task orientation (F(1, 89) = 7.37, p < .01), the mean for the task-oriented
passage was significantly higher (M = 3.80, SD = .99) than the mean for the relationship-oriented
passage (M = 3.25, SD = .92). For relationship orientation (F(1, 89) = 4.83, p < .03), the mean
for the relationship-oriented passage was significantly higher (M = 3.30, SD = .98) than the mean
for the task-oriented passage (M = 2.83, SD = 1.05).
The vignettes were significantly different in terms of whether or not the manager was
perceived to have apologized (F(1, 89) = 79.09, p < .00). For the apology condition, the apology
mean (M = 4.62, SD = .76) was significantly higher than the mean for the blame condition (M =
2.43, SD = 1.43).
The vignettes were not rated significantly different for severity (F(1, 89) = .58, p < .45),
as the severity mean for the task passage (M = 3.73, SD = 1.12) was similar to the severity mean
of the relationship passage (M = 3.50, SD = .76). Additionally, a crosstab analysis of the data
revealed that 82% of the participants rated the task passage as a mistake and 80% of the
participants rated the relationship passage as a mistake. Consequently, it appears that the mistake
was perceived as such in both vignettes and that the mistake was rated as equally severe in both
passages.

Tests of Hypotheses
To test the relationships between mistake type and subordinate perceptions, we conducted
an Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA).
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Mistake Type, Recovery Tactic, and Subordinate Perceptions of Competence.
We found a significant finding for hypothesis 1, which stated that leaders who apologize
would receive higher competence ratings than leaders who use blame for a task-oriented mistake
(F (1, 196) = 6.53, p < .01). The mean rating of competence for apology after the task-oriented
mistake (M = 3.01, SE = .12) was significantly higher than the mean rating of competence for
blame (M = 2.46, SE = .11). With regards to hypothesis 2, which stated that leaders who use
blame for a relationship mistake would receive higher competence ratings than leaders who
apologize for a relationship mistake, a significant result was not found (F (1,93) = .02, p < .88).
The mean rating of competence for blame after the relationship-oriented mistake (M = 3.14, SE =
.11) was not significantly higher than the mean rating of competence for apology (M = 3.12, SE
= .12).
Study 1 had two key findings. First, leaders who apologized for task mistakes received
higher competence ratings than leaders who used blame. In addition, contrary to our prediction,
leaders who used blame for relationship mistakes did not receive significantly different
competence ratings than leaders who used apology.

Study 2 Introduction

Study 1 explored subordinate perceptions of leader recovery tactics and mistake type.
We found that leaders received higher competence ratings when they apologized for task
mistakes when compared to when they used blame. However, it is important to also examine
how leaders react after they make a mistake. It could be the case that leaders recover from
mistakes in ways that do not positively impact subordinate perceptions. For example, leaders
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may not be inclined to apologize for task mistakes. To explore how leaders chose to recover, we
ran Study 2 to investigate how leaders actually behave after they make task and relationship
mistakes.

Mistake Type and Leader Recovery
The nature of task and relationship oriented mistakes could cause leaders to react to them
differently. Although task mistakes are easily defined, relationship mistakes are more ambiguous
(Legnini, 1994). Therefore, it may be easier to identify a task mistake than a relationship-oriented
one. If this were true, we would expect leaders to be less likely to try to convince others that a
task mistake is not a wrongdoing. Justifying an action that subordinates clearly see as a mistake
can be even more damaging to a leader’s perceived competence than it would be if he or she
apologized for the mistake (Tata, 1998). Since subordinates will view an easily identifiable and
clear mistake as an obvious wrongdoing, they may view a leader who argues that the wrongdoing
is permissible as being incompetent.
However, in a relationship-oriented scenario, how one should act is not always as clearly
defined as it is in a task-oriented scenario (Legnini, 1994). Therefore, the ambiguity of a
relationship mistake provides an opportunity for a leader to explain why an action was correct
and repair follower perceptions of his or her image. Accordingly, we would expect leaders to be
more likely to justify for a relationship mistake and apologize for a task mistake.
Furthermore, there is evidence that people respond more negatively to relationship
mistakes than they do to task mistakes (Cushenbery, 2010; Bedell-Avers, 2008). This could
cause leaders who make a relationship mistake to be more upset than leaders who make a task
mistake. Since mistakes can cause people to have lower self-esteem, leaders who made
relationship mistakes could have experienced lower feelings of self-esteem than those who made
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task mistakes (Dijksterhuis, 2004). A study by Holland and colleagues found that low selfesteem levels made people more likely to justify themselves after a self-theat. Therefore, we
would expect leaders who make a relationship oriented mistake to be more likely to justify
themselves than if they were to make a task mistake.
Additionally, Kim and colleagues (2004) found that people often attribute task mistakes
to external factors but attribute relationship mistakes to internal factors. This implies that
followers who witness a leader making a task mistake will blame it on the situation and not the
leader, while they will blame the leader for making a relationship mistake. This is consistent with
previous research that shows that aggravating tactics such as denial and justification are more
acceptable in interpersonal relationships, while mitigating responses such as apology and excuses
are less effective (Tata 1998; Szwajkowski, 1992; Dunn & Cody, 1997; Tsai et al., 2010; Kim et
al., 2006). Therefore, leaders who want to best repair their image after a relationship mistake will
want to justify their actions, yet apologize for a task mistake.
Furthermore, since task and relationship mistakes that involve subordinates are visible
and attributable to the leader, we would expect leaders to use apology and justification instead of
denial and excuses. Therefore, we would expect a leader to use apology for task-oriented
mistakes and denial justification for relationship-oriented mistakes.

Hypothesis 1:
Leaders will most likely apologize for a task-oriented mistake than for a relationshiporiented mistake.
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Hypothesis 2:
Leaders will most likely use justification for a relationship-oriented mistake than for a
task-oriented mistake.

Study 2 Method

Participants
Ninety-three undergraduate college students enrolled in psychology courses at a large
northeastern university participated in this study for course credit. All participants had at least
two years of work experience. Approximately 31% of participants were female and 30% were
male, with an average age of |18.5 (SD = .72).

Procedure
Participants first completed an online survey that included demographic information prior
to the laboratory experiment. Over the course of the experiment, participants read two vignettes.
The vignettes instructed participants to role play a manager at ShopMart, a fictional department
store. Each vignette described a mistake that the manager had made. After reading the first
vignette, participants were given five minutes to prepare to address an employee concerning the
issue they read about in the passage. A confederate, acting as a concerned employee, entered the
room to begin the meeting. During the interaction, the manager was expected to deliver a
response to the employee, who followed a strict script. After the first interaction, each participant
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read a second vignette and then responded to the subordinate again. The presentation order of the
vignettes was counterbalanced between participants. All interactions were videotaped and coded.

Independent Variables

Mistake Type
The independent variable of mistake type (task or relationship-oriented) was manipulated
using two vignettes in a within subjects design. In the relationship mistake condition, the
manager upset employees by leaving a meeting without addressing their concerns. For the taskoriented mistake condition, the manager's failure to check previous scheduling records before
setting a shift schedule caused a shortage of employees during a busy shift.

Dependent Variables

Apology and Justification
To analyze participants’ mistake recovery tactics, a team of trained research assistants
coded the video recordings and rated the magnitude of apology or justification on a scale of 1-5.
Coders rated apologies as admissions of wrongdoing with expressions of regret. If the participant
explained why his or her actions were correct under the circumstances, the recovery attempt was
rated as a justification. Inter-rater reliability for these variables was adequate (ICC (1,k) > .85),
justifying aggregation of the ratings.
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Study 2 Results

Manipulation Checks for Vignette Scenarios
To examine the internal validity of the vignette scenarios, an additional sample of 86
student participants read the passages and rated to what extent the manager’s mistake was taskoriented and relationship-oriented. In addition, the participants rated whether they perceived the
manager’s behavior in the scenario as a mistake and how severe they believed the mistake was. In
order to reduce order effects, the presentation order of the task and relationship vignettes was
counterbalanced between participants.
The manipulation checks regarding mistake type confirmed that there was a significant
difference in whether the mistake was perceived as a task mistake and a relationship mistake in
the two passages. For task orientation (F(1, 86) = 11.92, p < .00), the mean for the task-oriented
passage was significantly higher (M = 3.15, SD = .13) than the mean for the relationship-oriented
passage (M = 3.78, SD = .13). For relationship orientation (F(1, 86) = 23.66, p < .00), the mean
for the relationship-oriented passage was significantly higher (M = 3.22, SD = .13) than the mean
for the task-oriented passage (M = 2.33, SD = .13).
The vignettes were not rated significantly different for severity (F(1, 86) = 1.52, p < .22),
as the severity mean for the task passage (M = 3.04, SD = .11) was not significantly different than
the severity mean of the relationship passage (M = 3.23, SD = .11). Additionally, a crosstab
analysis of the data revealed that 97% of the participants rated the task passage as a mistake and
91% of the participants rated the relationship passage as a mistake.
In conclusion, the results reveal that the severity of the manager’s behavior between the
task and relationship vignettes was not perceived as significantly different from one another.
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Thus, the vignette scenario passages used to manipulate the task and relationship-oriented
mistake conditions appear to be operating as intended.

Tests of Hypotheses
To test the relationships between mistake type and recovery type, a repeated measures
ANOVA was used due to the fact that all participants received both vignette conditions.

Mistake Type and Leader Recovery.
We found a significant finding for hypothesis 1, which stated leaders would most likely
use apology for a task-oriented mistake (F (1,93)= 47.69, p < .00). The mean value for apology
for the task-oriented mistake (M = 2.17, SE = .67) was significantly higher than the mean for the
relationship-oriented condition (M = 1.44, SE = .45). With regards to hypothesis 2, which stated
that leaders would most likely use justification for a relationship-oriented mistake, a significant
result was also found (F (1,93)=22.64, p < .00). The mean value for justification for the
relationship-oriented condition (M = 1.88, SE = 1.48) was higher than the mean for the taskoriented mistake (M = 1.07, SE = .41).
The results of study 2 had two key findings. First, leaders would more likely apologize
for a task mistake than for a relationship mistake. Second, leaders would more likely justify for a
relationship mistake than for a task mistake. The limitations and implications of these findings
are discussed below.
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General Discussion

Theoretical Implications
Study 1 and Study 2 investigated leader recovery from task and relationship oriented
mistakes. Study 1 is the first of its kind to examine how subordinates perceive the competence of
leaders using apology and blame after task and relationship-oriented mistakes. Study 2 is novel
in that it examines how leaders actually react to the same task and the same relationship-oriented
mistake. Overall, our studies show that different mistake types interact with different leader
recovery tactics to influence subordinate perceptions of a leader’s competence and leader
behaviors. Accordingly, these findings imply that leaders may not want to react similarly to
different types of mistakes.
Study 1 had two key findings. First, leaders who apologized for task mistakes received
higher competence ratings than leaders who used blame. In addition, contrary to our prediction,
leaders who used blame for relationship mistakes did not receive significantly different
competence ratings than leaders who used apology. This is particularly interesting because,
although the literature suggests that aggravating techniques can be better for relationship
mistakes, blame was no more or less effective than apology. From these findings, it appears that
leaders should apologize for task mistakes.
The results of study 2 also had two key findings. The first finding was that leaders would
more likely apologize for a task mistake than for a relationship mistake. Next, our findings
support that leaders would more likely justify for a relationship mistake than for a task mistake.
We have three possible explanations for why this could be the case. First, relationship mistakes
may be more ambiguous than task mistakes, which allows leaders to more easily justify their
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actions. Since the leaders in the relationship mistake condition could more easily avoid admitting
that their actions were a mistake, they justified more and apologized less.
Next, it makes sense that leaders did not make excuses or deny the mistake since both the
task and relationship mistakes were visible to subordinates. If the leaders made excuses for or
denied the mistakes, it could have made them seem incompetent. Finally, there is evidence that
relationship-oriented mistakes make people more upset than task-oriented mistakes (Cushenbery,
2010; Bedell-Avers, 2008). A study by Holland and colleagues (2002) found that those with
lower levels of self-esteem were more likely to justify themselves in response to a self-threat.
Therefore, relationships mistakes could have made leaders more upset and caused them to have
lower levels of self-esteem than task mistakes. In turn, the lower self-esteem levels of leaders
could have caused them to be more inclined to justify their actions.
The fact that leaders are apologizing for task mistakes is positive news since our findings
from Study 1 indicate that apology was more beneficial than blame for task mistakes. However,
it may not be a positive finding that leaders are justifying for relationship mistakes. Since there
were no unique benefits discovered for blame, leaders might want to apologize since blame could
imply that a follower’s concerns are not valid. In other words, relationship-oriented errors may
more likely cause leaders to justify their actions, and, as a result, continuously behave in
undesirable ways to subordinates. Since repeated justification could threaten subordinates’ social
reputation, relationship-oriented mistakes could cause significant problems for leaders and
followers (Tracy, 1990). This is especially problematic because, again, it has been found that
relationship mistakes impact followers more negatively than task mistakes (Cushenbery, 2010;
Bedell-Avers, 2008).
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Practical Implications
These studies have a number of practical implications for leaders. Once more is known
about leader mistake recovery, we can give better advice to leaders for how to best manage
conflict with subordinates. In addition, this research could add to leader training in order to better
prepare leaders to respond to mistakes. Also, these findings can advise organizations about what
to say at public relations events after a leader mistake has been made. Finally, this research can
help better develop leaders so they maintain strong and healthy relationships with their followers.

Limitations
Study 1, like any online vignette study, is not without limitations. First, we used an
undergraduate sample, which limits generalizability to other populations. However, it is
reasonable to argue that undergraduates can accurately imagine themselves as a subordinate in a
vignette scenario. It is also important to note that this study was conducted online and over a
short timeframe, which leaves us uncertain of the study conditions. Therefore, care should be
taken when applying these findings in actual organizations. However, our study did include a
check to ensure that all participants were paying attention. Additionally, vignette studies
examining subordinate perceptions of leaders using undergraduate samples are reasonably
prevalent and can be useful to organizations (Rogers, Saler, & Proell, 2013). Furthermore, only
one type of task mistake and one type of relationship mistake were used, which could limit our
findings. However, the manipulation check of our vignettes indicated that the vignettes were
describing the appropriate mistake types.
Study 2, as with any lab study, is not without limitations. Just as in Study 1, Study 2’s
sample involved undergraduates, which may limit generalizability to other populations. Similar
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to study 1, only one mistake was used from each mistake-type category, which limits
generalizability to task and relationship mistakes as a whole. However, our Study 2 manipulation
checks also showed that our study successfully represented task and relationship-oriented
mistakes. Additionally, it can be argued that lab studies lack the natural validity of field studies.
However, high correlations have been found between the effect sizes of lab studies and field
studies (Cohen-Charash & Spector, 2001; 2002). Also, role-play exercises are widely used in
assessment centers to observe leader behavior (Lievens, Chasteen, Day, & Christiansen, 2006)

Conclusion
Although it may be difficult for leaders to think positively after they make a mistake, the
way they react in response to their mistake has the potential to change subordinate reactions.
Future research studies could give us an idea of how exactly leaders should respond to task and
relationship mistakes. If it turns out that leaders consistently react to task mistakes by
apologizing and relationship mistakes by justifying and if these reactions are not effectively
repairing subordinate perceptions, it is important for future research to advise leaders to act
differently.

Appendix A: Study 1 Vignettes

Male Justification, Task Mistake
You have been working for a major pharmaceutical company for the past 10 years. You
and your co workers have just read the headlines in the newspaper and realized that your
company might be getting sued. Wanting to find out what really happened, you go up to your
manager, Dr. Jones, and ask why this is happening to the company. Dr. Jones explains to you that
(s)he disregarded the warning labels on the new medications they just released to the public, and
as a result customers were experiencing severe side effects from the medications. Later that day,
Dr. Jones makes an announcement to the company explaining how the other pharmacist working
on the new medication should have double checked that the warning labels were printed correctly
before the medication was released.

Male Apology, Task Mistake
You have been working for a major pharmaceutical company for the past 10 years. You
and your co workers have just read the headlines in the newspaper and realized that your
company might be getting sued. Wanting to find out what really happened, you go up to your
manager, Dr. Jones, and ask him why this is happening to the company. Dr. Jones explains to you
that (s)he disregarded the warning labels on the new medications they just released to the public,
and as a result customers were experiencing severe side effects from the medications. Later that
day, Dr. Jones makes an announcement to the company apologizing for the mistake, explaining
how (s)he should have looked over all of the information before releasing it to the public, and
(s)he will do everything he can to sort it out immediately.
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Male Justification, Relationship Mistake
You have been working for a major pharmaceutical company for the past 10 years. One
day your manager, Dr. Jones, storms into the office without acknowledging you or any other
employee. You have some concerns about the side effects with some new medications that your
pharmacy is selling, so you go to your manager’s office and decide it would be best to ask
personally what they think about the situation. As you’re asking your question, Dr. Jones quickly
cuts you off, explaining that there’s no time for stupid questions and you should do some more
research if you want to find answers. Later in the day, your manger comes up to you and says
“about what happened earlier today, I just wanted to let you know that I had just gotten off the
phone with one of our major clients who cancelled their order, costing us thousands of dollars,
which caused my later outburst when you walked in.”

Male Apology, Relationship Mistake
You have been working for a major pharmaceutical company for the past 10 years. One
day your manager, Dr. Jones, storms into the office without acknowledging you or any other
employee. You have some concerns about the side effects with some new medications that your
pharmacy is selling, so you go to your manager’s office and decide it would be best to ask
personally what they think about the situation. As you’re asking your question, Dr. Jones quickly
cuts you off, explaining that there’s no time for stupid questions and you should do some more
research if you want to find answers. Later in the day, your manager comes up to you and says
“I’m so sorry for losing my temper on your earlier today. It was inappropriate and unprofessional
for me to treat you like that. If you still want to voice your concerns feel free to stop by and we
can discuss everything together.”
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Appendix B: Study 2 Vignettes

Instructions
For this study, you need to put yourself in the position of a leader. Read the scenario on
this sheet and visualize what you are reading as if it were really happening. Then decide how you
would talk to an employee about the matter. Try to get into the mind-set, because we are going to
bring in an employee for you to talk to, and your response to the situation will be video-recorded.
You will have 5 minutes to figure out what to say. When time is up, I will come back in. Now
please take the time to look over the passage and think about how you would react in the
scenario.

Task Mistake
You are the manager of ShopMart, a department store. Your job includes scheduling 20
employees for shifts. In order to make sure you schedule an appropriate number of employees on
any given day, you are supposed to check the sales records from the previous years, as there are
some annual busy days and slow days. This week, however, in order to save time during this
task, instead of checking the records, you just guessed how many employees should work each
day. Today happens to be one of the busiest days of the year, and, having not referenced last
year's numbers, you did not schedule nearly enough employees. As a result, the cashiers are
stressed with long lines and grumpy customers. One upset employee will arrive at your office
shortly to talk to you. Think about what you should say in order to improve the situation, and
when the employee enters, respond.
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Relationship Mistake
You are the manager of ShopMart, a department store. You oversee 20 employees.
However, you believe that your employees could be more productive, so you decide to have an
hour long meeting with all of them. During this meeting, you make an issue out of the negative
behaviors of employees and stress the importance of increasing productivity. Several employees
are upset and want to stay after the meeting to discuss the issue further. Instead, in order to save
time, you leave the meeting without displaying interest in their concerns. Later in the day, you
notice that the relationship between you and your employees is especially distressed as a result of
you leaving the meeting. One upset employee will arrive at your office shortly to talk to you.
Think about what you should say in order to improve the situation, and when the employee
enters, respond.
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Figure 1: Subordinate Ratings of Leader Competence After Task Mistake
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Figure 2: Subordinate Ratings of Leader Competence After Relationship
Mistake
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Figure 3: Leader Apology Behaviors After Mistake Types
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Figure 4: Leader Justification Behaviors After Mistake Types
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Table 1, Study 1: Manipulation Check ANOVA Results
Measures
Mistake Type

F(1,89) = 4.83

p = .03

Apology

F(1,89) = 79.09

p = .00

Severity

F(1,89) = .58

p = .45
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Table 2, Study 1: Manipulation Check Recovery Tactic Mean Values

Measure of
Apology

Apology Vignette

Blame Vignette

M = 4.62, SE = .76

M = 2.43, SE = .43
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Table 3, Study 1: Manipulation Check Vignette Mistake-Orientation Means
Relationship Vignette

Task Vignette

Task-Orientation

M = 2.83, SE = 1.05

M = 3.25, SE = .92

Relationship-Orientation

M = 3.30, SE = .98

M = 3.80, SE = .99
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Table 4, Study 1: Manipulation Check, Crosstab Results of Mistake
Perception
Yes

No

Task

82%

18%

Relationship

80%

20%

Table illustrates the percentage of participants who classified that a particular taskoriented / relationship oriented scenario was a mistake.
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Table 5, Study 1: Mean Values and ANOVA Results for Subordinate Ratings
of Leader Competence
Apology

Blame

F value

p value

Task Mistake

M = 3.01, SE = .12

M = 2.46, SE = .11

F(1,93) = 6.53

p = .01

Relationship

M = 3.12, SE = .12

M = 3.41, SE = .11

F(1,93) = .02

p = .88

Mistake
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Table 6, Study 2, Manipulation Check Vignette ANOVA Results

Mistake Type

F (1,86)

p

34.47

.00
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Table 7, Study 2: Manipulation Check Mean Values

Task Vignette

Relationship Vignette

Task-Orientation

Relationship-Orientation

M = 3.78,

M = 2.33,

SE = 1.33

SE = .82

M = 3.15,

M = 3.22,

SE = 1.04

SE = 1.50
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Table 8, Study 2: Manipulation Check, Crosstab Results of Mistake
Perception
Yes

No

Task

97%

3%

Relationship

91%

9%
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Table 9, Study 2: Apology Means and Repeated Measures ANOVA Results

M

SE

F(1,93) = 47.69

p

Task Mistake

2.17

.67

47.69

.00

Relationship

1.44

.45

47.69

.00

Mistake
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Table 10, Study 2: Justification Means and Repeated Measures ANOVA
Results
M

SE

F(1,93) = 47.69

p

Task Mistake

1.44

.45

22.64

.00

Relationship

1.88

1.48

22.64

.00

Mistake
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Developed and reviewed non-verbal cognitive ability test items for employee
selection to be used by Development Dimensions International (DDI)
Attended weekly project review meetings with graduate students and professors

2012

PSEA Project, The I/O Psychology Practicum Program
Worked with data gathered via surveys from the Pennsylvania State Education
Association
Attended weekly meetings with graduate students and professors to review
projects and write summaries of data analysis results

Research Interests
I have broad interests within the realm of Industrial and Organizational psychology. Specifically,
I am interested in leadership and the antecedents and consequences of negative leader behaviors.

Research Positions
2010- Undergraduate Lab Coordinator, Leadership and Innovation Lab
-2013

Department of Psychology, under the direction of Dr. Sam Hunter
Completed IRB ethics training for Human Subjects Research
Maintain the lab website and oversee research projects
Plan lab events and weekly meeting icebreaker activities
Conducted interviews of applicants and select new members
Mentored new undergraduate lab students

2012 Undergraduate Intern Supervisor, International Center for the Study of Terrorism
(ICST)
Checked the qualitative and quantitative codesheets of 30 undergraduates
Combine and format documents to upload to qualitative database
Coded terrorist autobiographies for qualitative and quantitative variables
As part of the “Pathways, Processes, Roles and Factors for Terrorist
Disengagement Re‐Engagement and Recidivism” Project
Findings will be used to better understand the terrorist disengagement and reengagement process, the pathways into and out of terrorist groups, and the factors
that lead terrorist to disengage and re-engage
2012

Research Assistant, PNC Leadership Assessment Center
Completed the assessment center as a participant
Helped design scenarios for and work for the center under Dr. Rick Jacobs

Research Projects
2012

Co-leader, “Leader Response to Error”
Acted as a confederate for lab studies
Helped edit the Qualtrics survey and lab materials for the study
Coordinated schedules, mentored new lab students
Led coding team and coded video data for variables

Research Projects (Continued)

2012

Co-leader, “Leadership and Terrorism”
Collaborated with team members to develop a literature review about leadership
error
Identified errors in leader biographies to be used for a historiometric analysis

2011

Co-leader, “Creativity: Interactive Web-based Training”
Ran participants
Coded divergent thinking data for quality, originality, & other variables
Results used to determine the effectiveness of web-based training on
creativity

2011

Coder, “My Worst Leader Project”
Developed benchmarks for variables such as error type and closeness to leader
Coded participant responses for variables
Results to be used to examine the impacts of different types of leader errors on
subordinates

2010

Coder, “The Oklahoma Project”
Worked for Dr. Stephen Humphrey of the Department of Management and
Organization
Collaborated and coordinated with four other project members
Entered survey data on an Excel Spreadsheet
Combined and cleaned all data in the spreadsheet
Coded divergent thinking data for quality, originality, & other variables

2010

Confederate, “Leadership and Lion Pride”
Presented a poster for the project at SIOP in San Diego
Results used to examine the impact of charismatic, ideological, and
pragmatic leadership styles and stress on creative performance
Collaborated with another co-leader to coordinate lab study schedules

Relevant Skills and Experience
SPSS and syntax in SPSS
Qualtrics and Survey Monkey Survey software
Microsoft Office Suite
PC and Apple Operating Systems
Basic Spanish

Community Service
2010-2012

THON Organization Member, Women’s Club Soccer

2012

Move-in Volunteer

Campus Involvement
2011-2012

Founding President, The Industrial/Organizational Psychology Society

2010-2012

Writing Tutor

2010-2011

Women's Club Soccer

2009-2011

Founding Treasurer, Debate Society

Work Experience
2012

Server, Levels Nightclub

2011

Server, The Garfield Hotel and Grille

2007-2011

Server, Woodstone Country Club

2008-2009

Northampton High School Reporter, The Northampton Press

